Abstract. We study infinite words fixed by a morphism and their derived words. A derived word is a coding of return words to a factor. We exhibit two examples of sets of morphisms which are closed under derivation -any derived word with respect to any factor of the fixed point is again fixed by a morphism from this set. The first example involves standard episturmian morphisms, and the second concerns the period doubling morphism.
Introduction
In 1998 Fabien Durand characterized primitive substitutive sequences, i.e., morphic images of fixed points of primitive substitutions. A crucial role in his characterization is played by the notion "derived word". Any primitive substitutive sequence u is uniformly recurrent, i.e. for each factor w, the distances between consecutive occurrences of w in u are bounded. Or equivalently, there are only finitely many gaps between neighbouring occurrences of w. An infinite word coding ordering of these gaps (seen as finite words) is called the derived word to w in u and is denoted d u (w).
The mentioned main result of [2] says that a uniformly recurrent word is primitive substitutive if and only if the set of derived words to all prefixes of u is finite. If moreover, u is fixed by a primitive substitution, then the derived word to a prefix w of u is fixed by a primitive substitution as well. In other words, given any primitive substitution ϕ, there exists a finite list L = {ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ k } of primitive substitutions such that for each prefix w of u, the fixed point of ϕ, the derived word d u (w) is fixed by a substitution ϕ i from L. An algorithm which to a given Sturmian substitution creates such list L is described in [7] .
On the other hand, if w is a non-prefix factor of u, then it seems that d u (w) is fixed by a substitution only exceptionally. In [5] , this phenomenon is studied for fixed points of Sturmian substitutions. For this purpose, the following new notion has been introduced: Definition 1. A finite non-empty set M of primitive substitutions is said to be closed under derivation if the derived word d u (w) to any factor w of any fixed point u of ϕ ∈ M is fixed (after a suitable renaming of letters) by a substitution ψ ∈ M . A primitive substitution ξ is said to be closeable under derivation if it belongs to a set M closed under derivation.
Sturmian substitutions closeable under derivation are characterized in [5] . The aim of this contribution is to provide two new examples of sets M closed under derivation.
In our first example, in Section 4, the set M is a finite subset of the monoid of episturmian morphisms. In this case, all substitutions in M act on the same alphabet. In our second example, in Section 5, the substitutions in M act on alphabets with distinct cardinality. An inspiration for the second example comes from a recent result by Huang and Wen in [4] , where a curious property of the period doubling substitution ψ(a) = ab and ψ(b) = aa was observed.
Preliminaries
Let A denote an alphabet -a finite set of symbols. A word over A is a finite sequence u = u 1 u 2 · · · u n where u i ∈ A for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The length of the word u is denoted |u| and is equal to n. The set of all words over A together with the operation concatenation forms a free monoid A * , its neutral element is the empty word ε. If u = pws ∈ A * , then w is a factor of u, p is a prefix of u, and s is a suffix of u. For w = uv, we write u = wv −1 and
* is called primitive if there exists an iteration k ∈ N such that for any pair a, b of letters from A, the letter a occurs in ϕ k (b). In accordance with Durand's terminology, a morphism ϕ is a substitution if there exist a ∈ A and w ∈ A * , w = ε such that ϕ(a) = aw and |ϕ n (a)| tends to infinity with growing n.
An infinite word over A is an infinite sequence u = u 0 u 1 u 2 · · · from A N . A finite word w of length n is a factor of u if there exists an index i ∈ N, such that w = u i u i+1 · · · u n−1 . The index i is called an occurrence of w in u. The set of all factors of u is denoted by L(u). If each factor w of u has infinitely many occurrences, then u is recurrent. A return word to w in u is a factor r = u i u i+1 · · · u j−1 , where i < j are two consecutive occurrences of w in u. The word rw is called a complete return word to w in u and obviously, rw is a factor of u. The set of all return words to w in u is denoted by R u (w). If the set R u (w) is finite, say R u (w) = {r 0 , r 1 , . . . , r k−1 }, then u can be written as a concatenation u = pr i0 r i1 r i2 · · · , where p is the prefix of u such that the factor w occurs in pw exactly once. The infinite word i 0 i 1 i 2 · · · over the alphabet {0, 1, 2, . . . , k − 1} is the derived word to w in u and is denoted d u (w). A recurrent infinite word u is uniformly recurrent if the set R u (w) is finite for all w ∈ L(u).
The domain of a morphism ϕ : A * → B * is naturally extended to A N by putting
A word u is purely substitutive if there exists a substitution ϕ over A such that u = ϕ(u), i.e. u is a fixed point of ϕ. A word v over B is substitutive if v = ψ(u), where ψ : A * → B * is a morphism and u is a purely substitutive word. If u is fixed by a primitive substitution, then v is primitive substitutive. A well known fact is that a primitive substitutive word is uniformly recurrent (c.f. [2] ).
The set of derived words to factors of an infinite word
In this section we list several simple properties of the set
First, we show that only some special factors need to be examined to describe Der f (u). A letter a ∈ A is a right extension of w ∈ L(u) if wa ∈ L(u). Note that any factor of u has at least one right extension. A factor w ∈ L(u) is right special if it has at least two distinct right extensions. Analogously, we define left special.
A factor which is simultaneously right and left special is bispecial.
Proposition 2. Let u be an infinite recurrent word over A and w ∈ L(u).
(1) If w is not left special, then R u (aw) = aR u (w)a −1 , where a ∈ A is the unique left extension of w. Moreover, if w is not a prefix of u, then
where a ∈ A is the unique right extension of w.
Proof. Item (1): First assume that w is not left special and w is not a prefix of u.
The integer i is an occurrence of w in u if and only if i − 1 is an occurrence of aw in u. Consequently, r ∈ R u (w) if and only if ara −1 ∈ R u (w) and the ordering of the return words to w in u and the ordering the return words to aw in u coincide.
Let 0 be an occurrence of w, i.e., w is a prefix of u. Then a return word r to w and rw have an occurrence 0. We have to show that even for such r the word ara −1 belongs to R u (aw). Indeed, the word u is recurrent and thus rw has an occurrence j > 0. As w is always preceded by the letter a and a is a suffix of r we can conclude that ara −1 is a return word to aw in u. Item (2): The proof is analogous.
We formulate a straightforward corollary of Proposition 2.
Proposition 3. Let u be an infinite recurrent word over A. We have Der f (u) = {d u (w) : w is a right special prefix of u} ∪ {d u (w) : w is a bispecial factor of u} .
The following claim is taken from Durand's article. His proof is constructive and provides an algorithm for finding a suitable morphism.
Proposition 4 ([2]). Let u ∈ A
N be a fixed point of a primitive morphism ϕ and w be a prefix of u. The word d u (w) is fixed by a primitive morphism as well.
Sketch of the proof. We do not repeat the whole proof, we only describe the construction of a primitive morphism fixing d u (w).
Let r 0 , r 1 , . . . , r k−1 be the return words to w. Since u is fixed by ϕ, the image ϕ(w) has a prefix w and thus ϕ(r i w) has a prefix ϕ(r i )w. As w is a prefix and a suffix of ϕ(r i )w, the factor ϕ(r i ) is concatenation of several return words to w, i.e. we can find unique indices s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s ℓi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} such that ϕ(r i ) = r s1 r s2 · · · r s ℓ i . It is easy to check that the morphism given by
is primitive and fixes d u (w). All details can be found in [2] .
Proposition 5. Let u ∈ A
N be a fixed point of a primitive morphism ϕ and w ∈ L(u). The word d u (w) is primitive substitutive.
Proof. Let pw be the shortest prefix of u containing the factor w. Denote by r 0 , r 1 , . . . , r k−1 the return words to pw and byr 0 ,r 1 , . . . ,r j−1 the return words to w. As w is a prefix and a suffix of the factor p −1 r i pw, the word p −1 r i p can be written as concatenation of the return words to w, i.e. p −1 r i p =r s1rs2 · · ·r s ℓ i for some indices s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s ℓi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , j − 1}. Define a morphism ψ :
is fixed by a primitive substitution.
We finish this section by an example.
Example 6. Recall the period doubling substitution ψ(a) = ab and ψ(b) = aa, and its fixed point z = abaaabababaaabaaabaa . . . .
• Any occurrence of the letter b is preceded and followed by the letter a, therefore b is neither right nor left special. By Proposition 2,
• There are two return words to a in z, namely r 0 = ab and r 1 = a. We can write 
Example 1: Standard episturmian morphisms
Let us recall the definition of standard Arnoux-Rauzy words and known results on morphisms fixing these words. All mentioned facts and further results can be found in the survey [3] .
Definition 7. An infinite word u ∈ A
N is Arnoux-Rauzy if
(1) u has exactly one right special factor of each length; (2) wa ∈ L(u) for every right special factor w of u and every letter a ∈ A;
An Arnoux-Rauzy word u is standard if each of its prefixes is a left special factor of u.
The Arnoux-Rauzy words represent a generalization of Sturmian words to multiliteral alphabets and share many properties with Sturmian words. A property which is important for a description of their derived words is that Arnoux-Rauzy words are aperiodic and by [1] they are also uniformly recurrent. Let M A denote the monoid generated by standard episturmian morphisms L a defined for every a ∈ A as follows:
To abbreviate the notation of elements of the monoid M A , we put
A morphism L z ∈ M A is primitive if and only if each letter from A occurs in z. Any primitive morphism in M A has only one fixed point and this fixed point is a standard Arnoux-Rauzy word. On the other hand, if a standard Arnoux-Rauzy word is fixed by a primitive substitution, then it is fixed by a primitive morphism from the monoid M A .
Example 8. Let us consider the Tribonacci word u τ = abacabaabacababacabaa · · · -the fixed point of the morphism τ : a → ab, b → ac, c → a. The word u τ is a standard Arnoux-Rauzy word over {a, b, c} and it is fixed also by the morphism τ 3 . It is easy to check that τ 3 = L abc and thus the Tribonacci word is fixed by a substitution from M A . K. Medková in [8] studies derived words of Arnoux-Rauzy words. She considers all Arnoux-Rauzy (not only standard) words, but she describes derived words only to prefixes of infinite words. To quote a consequence of one of her results we need to recall the cyclic shift operation on A * :
Proposition 9 (Theorem 24 in [8] ). Let L z ∈ M A , z ∈ A * , be a primitive morphism and u be its fixed point. If w is a prefix of u, then there exists k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |z|} such that d u (w) is fixed (up to a permutation of letters) by L cyc k (z) . In particular, the word d u (w) is a standard Arnoux-Rauzy word.
Theorem 10. Let z be a word in A * such that each letter a ∈ A occurs in z at least once. The set M = L cyc k (z) : k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |z|} is closed under derivation.
Proof. Let v be a fixed point of L v with v = cyc k (z) for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |z|}. Since z contains each letter from A, the word v contains all letters form A as well and thus L v is primitive.
As v is a standard Arnoux-Rauzy word, each its bispecial factor is a prefix of v. By Proposition 3, only derived words to prefixes have to be considered. By Proposition 9, each such derived word is fixed (up to a permutation of letters) by a morphism L cyc k (v) for some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |v|}. Obviously, this morphism belongs to M .
Example 11. If we apply the previous theorem to the ternary word abc, we obtain that the set M = {L abc , L bca , L cab } is closed under derivation. Nevertheless, all the 3 morphisms in M fix (up to a permutation of letters) the same word, namely the Tribonacci word. This word is fixed by the substitution τ given in Example 8. Therefore, the set {τ } is closed under derivation as well.
Example 2: The period doubling morphism
The aim of this section is to show that the period doubling substitution ψ determined by ψ(a) = ab and ψ(b) = aa is closeable under derivation. For this purpose, we first define the two following substitutions: (1) ν :
and ξ : 0 → 011, 1 → 0.
Next, we deduce several auxiliary statements which help us to prove the following main theorem.
Theorem 12. The sets {ψ, ξ, ν} and {ξ, ν} are closed under derivation.
First, we focus on the derived words of the fixed point z = abaaabababaaabaaabaa · · · of the substitution ψ. The following properties are immediate:
• a and aa are bispecial factors of z.
• Any bispecial factor of length more than 2 has a prefix ab and a suffix ba.
• The longest common prefix of ψ(a) and ψ(b) is the letter a; the longest common suffix of ψ(a) and ψ(b) is the empty word. It implies that Φ(v) := ψ(v)a is bispecial whenever v is bispecial. The converse of the very last property also holds (if Φ(v) is not too short):
Proposition 13. Let w be a non-empty bispecial factor of z such that w = a and w = aa. There exists a bispecial factor v such that Φ(v) = w.
Proof. As mentioned before, the bispecial factor w has a suffix ba and a prefix ab. Hence, there exists a factor v such that Φ(v) = ψ(v)a = w and a is both a prefix and a suffix of v. It remains to show that v is bispecial. If it is not right special, then v is followed only by a or b. But then w is followed only by b or a, respectively, since ψ(va) = ψ(v)ab and ψ(vb) = ψ(v)aa. Thus, w is right special. Similarly, v is left special, and therefore bispecial.
As the fixed point z has a bispecial factor aa which is not a prefix of z, the description of derived words to non-prefix factors is more complicated than in the case of a fixed point of a standard episturmian morphism. The following notion will be very useful for this purpose. Definition 14. Let w be a non-empty factor of a fixed point x of a substitution ϕ. Suppose there exist words y, y ′ and u = u 1 u 2 · · · u n such that ywy ′ = ϕ(u), |y| < |ϕ(u 1 )|, |y ′ | < |ϕ(u n )|, and u ∈ L(x). If there is exactly one occurrence of w in ϕ(u), then we call u an ancestor of w. The set of all ancestors of w is denoted by A(w). If there are more occurrences of w in ϕ(u), then we say w allows an ambiguous ancestor.
Example 15. Given the fixed point z = abaaabababaaabaaabaa · · · of the period doubling substitution ψ, the set of all ancestors of the factor aa is A(aa) = {b} because ψ(b) = aa and y = ε, y ′ = ε. Since ψ(ba) = aaab, y = a, y ′ = b and there are two occurrences of aa in ψ(ba), the factor aa allows an ambiguous ancestor. The prefix aba has two ancestors aa and ab and it does not allow an ambiguous ancestor.
Proposition 16. Let x be a fixed point of an injective substitution ϕ and w be a factor of x with a unique ancestor u. Assume w does not allow an ambiguous ancestor. We have
Proof. The infinite word x can be written as x = zr i0 r i1 r i2 · · · , where r ij ∈ R x (u) for all j ∈ N 0 . If u is a prefix, then z = ε. By the definition of a return word, u is a prefix of the word r i k u · · · for all k ∈ N 0 . Since u is a unique ancestor of w and w does not allow an ambiguous ancestor, there are exactly two occurrences of w in ∈ R x (w) for all k ∈ N 0 and we have
The derived words of u and w are both i 0 i 1 i 2 · · · .
Lemma 17. Let v be a non-empty bispecial factor of the fixed point z of the period doubling substitution ψ. We have
Proof. Since v is bispecial, the word a is a suffix of v and thus ψ(v) has a suffix b.
The word v is surely an ancestor of ψ(v). We show that it is the only ancestor. Suppose there is another ancestor t with t = v. Since ψ is injective, there exist y, y ′ = ε such that yψ(v)y ′ = ψ(t). It follows that y and y ′ are both letters. Thus, the last letter of ψ(v) is the first letter of ψ(a) or ψ(b) which is in both cases the letter a -a contradiction. Therefore A(ψ(v)) = {v} and it is not difficult to verify that ψ(v) does not allow an ambiguous ancestor when it contains at least one letter b. By Proposition 16 we have
Proposition 18. If w is a non-empty factor of z,
Proof. By Proposition 2 we have to describe the derived words to right special prefixes and to bispecial factors only. First assume that w is a bispecial factor of z. By Proposition 13, the factor w can be obtained by iteration of the mapping Φ(v) = ψ(v)a starting from the two initial bispecial factors a and aa (in fact, this a special case of a general construction of bispecial factors from [6] ). By Lemma 17,
Now assume that w is a right special prefix of z. As the initial bispecial factor a is a prefix of z, the bispecial factor Φ k (a) is a prefix of z for each k ∈ N. Therefore, any right special prefix w of z is left special as well. More specifically, any right special prefix of z equals to Φ k (a) for some k ∈ N and by Lemma 17,
Now we show that both derived words to a factor of z are fixed by primitive substitutions. We exploit the following simple tool.
Observation 19. Let v be a fixed point of a morphism γ and let u = α(v) where α is a morphism. If there exists a morphism β such that αγ = βα, then u is fixed by β. Proof. In Example 6 above, we show that the derived word d z (a) is fixed by the substitution ξ.
It remains to consider d z (aa). As abaa is the shortest prefix of z containing the bispecial factor aa, we can use the construction from the proof of Proposition 5 to find a morphism α such that d z (aa) = α(d z (abaa)). In our case p = ab and w = aa. According to Proposition 18, the derived word d z (abaa) is fixed by ξ since d z (a) is fixed by ξ. Thus, d z (abaa) is over a binary alphabet, and so the prefix abaa has exactly two return words, say r 0 and r 1 . These two return words can be found in the prefix of z of length 16. They are r 0 = abaaabab and r 1 = abaa.
It follows from the proof of Proposition 5 that (ab) −1 r 0 ab and (ab) −1 r 1 ab can be written as a concatenation of return words to aa. Specifically, r Note that since d z (abaa) is fixed by ξ, it is also fixed by ξ 2 . By Observation 19, if the substitution ν satisfies αξ 2 = να, the proof is finished. This is very easy to verify: A proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 20, but at the end we have to verify the equality αξ = ηα. The reason why we prefer ν to η is that η is an erasing non-primitive morphism.
Corollary 22. If w is a non-empty factor of z, then d z (w) is fixed by ξ or ν.
Proof. The corollary follows from Propositions 18 and 20.
We conclude this section by the proof of our main result. For this purpose we need one more ingredient. It is a modification of Proposition 6, Item 5 from [2] . Its proof is almost identical with the proof of the original statement and thus we omit it.
Lemma 23. Let u be a uniformly recurrent word and let w be its factor. Set The same reasoning gives that the derived word to any factor of the fixed point of ν is fixed by ξ or by ν. By Definition 1, the set {ν, ξ} is closed under derivation.
As d z (ε) = z and the derived word to any non-empty factor of z is fixed by ξ or by ν, the set {ν, ξ, ψ} is also closed under derivation.
